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Abstract

The important kinetics paths for NOx formation and the dynamics for their equilibration in a premixed methane–air

flame are analyzed with tools from CSP. It is shown that controlling components of well-known paths (i.e. prompt,
thermal, nitrous) are associated with the slowest time scales of the process. The details of their transition along the flame
from active to equilibrated status provide significant physical understanding.
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1. Introduction

Environmental and energy efficiency needs demand
the ability to accurately simulate and physically under-
stand complex combustion processes. Such efforts

produced well-established efficient solvers and elaborate
chemical kinetics mechanisms. The need for physical
understanding is currently addressed by different meth-
ods (such as reaction path analysis, sensitivity,

asymptotic methods, etc.). However, the complexity of
the mathematical models and kinetic mechanisms
employed by both research and industry, render these

methods difficult to use. The availability of numerical
algorithms that can produce directly the physical
understanding needed, would greatly enhance our ability

to analyze reacting flows.
Here it will be demonstrated that the Computational

Singular Perturbation (CSP) method [1,2] can be

employed for such a purpose, by analyzing a steady
premixed methane–air flame. The analysis will con-
centrate on the evolution of the nitrogen chemistry
across the flame and on its interaction with the carbon

chemistry and the oxy-hydrogen pool. More attention
will be given to the related slowest chemical time scales,
which are associated to the controlling paths for NOx

formation. Next, a brief presentation of CSP will be
given, as it applies to the analysis of reacting flows, and
then results will be presented and discussed.

2. CSP tools

Given a detailed kinetic mechanism consisting of N
species, E elements and K elementary reactions (forward
and backward directions counted separately), the species

conservation steady state equation in N-dimensional
vector form is:

0¼Lc yð ÞþLd yð Þþ 1

�
W S1F

1 yð Þþ:::þSKF
K yð Þ

� �
ð1Þ

where, y is the vector of the species mass fractions, Lc

and Ld are the convective and diffusive differential vec-
tor operators, � is the mixture density, W is a matrix
with the molecular weights in the diagonal, Sk is the

stoichiometric vector of the k-th elementary reaction
and Fk is the corresponding reaction rate. Equation (1)
is cast as:

0¼a1h1þ:::þaNhN ð2Þ

where

hi¼biLcðyÞþbiLdðyÞþ
1

�
fi ð3aÞ

biLcðyÞ ¼bi1L1
cþ:::þbiNLN

c ð3bÞ

biLdðyÞ ¼bi1L1
dþ:::þbiNLN

d ð3cÞ

fi¼biWS1F
1þ:::þbiWSKF

K ð3dÞ

the column vectors ai and row vectors b
i are the CSP

basis vectors and their dual ðbiak ¼ �ikÞ; bin, Ln
c and Ln

d
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are the n-th elements of the bi vector and the Lc and Ld

operators, respectively [1,2]. Each additive term in the

RHS of Eq. (2) is defined as a mode, involving the
product of a vector (ai) and an amplitude (hi). They are
ordered according to the chemical time scale they relate

to; the i=1 mode relates to the fastest scale �chem,1, etc.
Due to the conservation of the E elements in all Sk

0s, the
last CSP bi vectors (i=N�E+1,N) yield biWSk  0,

so that �chem,i=1 and fi=0; i.e. the last E hi’s are
independent of chemical kinetics.
Since the vectors ai are linearly independent, Eq. (2)

yields hi  0 (i=1,N). As shown by Eqs. (3a–d), the

expressions hi  0 are established due to cancellations
among the K chemical and 2N transport terms. The
nature of the dominant cancellations in each expression

hi  0, points to the major physical processes involved.
In order to estimate the action of the different con-
vective, diffusive and chemical terms in hi  0 we

introduce the indices:

Iic¼
X
n¼1;N

binL
n
c

Q

����
���� Iid¼

X
n¼1;N

binL
n
d

Q

����
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where
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Since Iic þ Iid þ Iis ¼ 1, values of Iic,I
i
d or Iis close to unity

indicate dominance of convection, diffusion or chem-
istry, respectively, in hi.

Here, the CSP vectors ai and b
i are approximated by

their leading order term: the right and left, respectively,
eigenvectors of the Jacobian of the source term in Eq.

(1). The chemical time scales are thus defined as
�chem,i = 1/jij, where i is the i-th eigenvalue acting
along the direction ai [2]. The eigenvalue i is related to
the K elementary reactions by the equation:

i¼biWS1G
1aiþbiWS2G

2aiþ::::þbiWSKG
Kai ð5Þ

where Gk¼ @=@y1; :::;@=@yN
� �

Rk=�
	 


. In order to assess

the contribution of each elementary reaction to the value
of i, the following index is introduced:

Jik¼
biWSkG

kai

biWS1G1aij jþ:::þ biWSKGKaij j ð6Þ

where jJi1jþjJi2jþ:::þjJiKj ¼ 1. Since negative (positive)
values of i indicate a drive of the i-th CSP mode
towards (away from) equilibrium, i.e. hi  0, similarly

negative (positive) values of JiK indicate action of the
k-th elementary reaction towards (away from)
equilibrium.

The species most affected by each �chem,i and chemical

component of hi  0 (known as CSP radicals) is iden-
tified by the CSP pointer [2].

3. Flame structure

A steady, 1-D freely propagating, adiabatic, laminar,
stoichiomeric, premixed atmospheric CH4/O2/N2 flame

was computed using the RUN-1DL code [3] and the
GRI-3.0 detailed mechanism, incorporating 53 species
(N=53), 325 reversible reactions (K=650) and 5 ele-
ments (E=5) [4]. The profiles of temperature and of

selected nitrogen compounds are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
For this process it is well known that upstream of the

flame the only physical mechanism active is transport,

while downstream chemical equilibrium determines
completely the state [5]. The transition from transport to

Fig. 1. Temperature profile in the stoichiometric premixed

methane–air flame.

Fig. 2. Mass fractions of selected nitrogen compounds in the

stoichiometric premixed methane–air flame.
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chemistry, as the dominant mechanism, takes place

gradually. It starts right in front of the flame, where
transport has accumulated enough radicals for the fuel
to break-up, with the fastest chemical time scales over-

taking the influence of transport and establishing
chemical equilibrium in the phase-space directions along
which they act. The transition then progresses, through
the flame and the post-flame region, with the slower

chemical time scales taking suit, until full chemical
equilibrium is established. This is demonstrated in Figs.
3 and 4, where the indices Iic, I

i
d and Iis for the fastest

(i=1) and slowest (i=N�E=48) modes are dis-
played. In both modes, convection balances diffusion in
the preheat zone, with the action of chemistry being

negligible. In the fastest mode chemistry starts

dominating right in front of the flame by establishing
equilibrium, while in the slowest mode its dominance

follows a much slower process, the action of transport
(mainly convection) persisting far downstream.
At each point in the flame, the decomposition of the

governing Eq. (1) in the form of Eq. (2) is meaningful
only for the fastest modes, in which chemistry is dom-
inating or is at least of equal importance to transport.

However, inspection of the slower modes, in which
chemistry is of secondary importance, reveals the for-
mation of the kinetics components that will eventually
further downstream drive these modes to equilibrium.

4. NOx formation mechanisms

NO is identified as the species affected by the slowest
48th mode (CSP radical) throughout the flame. The CSP

radicals associated with the next five slowest modes, i.e.
47th to 43rd, include N2O and HCN, the remaining
three CSP radicals being major C-O-H species.

The indices Iic, I
i
d and Iis indicate that the mode asso-

ciated with N2O is dominated by transport in flame
locations A and B (shown in Fig. 1), with chemistry

starting to become important in location C and dom-
inating in locations D to F. In addition, the indices Jik,
reveal that the chemical time scale by which this mode is

driven to equilibrium, throughout the flame, is specified
by the reaction:

N2OþH) N2þOH ðR183Þ

This reaction is the major consumption path for the
nitrous oxide mechanism [6], tending to equilibrate

reaction N2+O+M)N2O+M (�R185), as soon as a
sufficient oxyhydrogen pool has been formed. Its influ-
ence to determine the chemical time scale to equilibrium

is observed not only in points C to F, where chemistry is
active, but also in points A to B, where chemistry is
dormant.
The mode associated with HCN is dominated by

transport in points A to C, with chemistry becoming
important in point D and dominating in points E and F.
The time scale by which this mode is driven to equili-

brium is mainly specified everywhere across the flame by
the reactions:

HCNþO) NCOþH ðR231Þ
HCNþO) NHþ CO ðR232Þ
HCNþO) CNþOH ðR233Þ

the effect of (R231) being about three times larger than
the combined effect of (R232) and (R233). These reac-
tions form the second step of the prompt mechanism [6],

initiated by reaction CH + N2 ) HCN + N (R240).

Fig. 3. The indices Iic, I
i
d and Iis for the 1st (i=1) mode along

the stoichiometric premixed methane–air flame.

Fig. 4. The indices Iic, I
i
d and I

i
s for the 48th (i=N�E) mode

along the stoichiometric premixed methane–air flame.
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CSP data show that the species N is associated with an
extremely fast time scale and is always in steady state.

Therefore, the HCN consuming reactions (R231–3)
constitute the slow (rate limiting) component of the
prompt mechanism and determine the related time scale.

The chemical time scale to equilibrium of the slowest
mode, for which the CSP radical is NO, is mainly
determined by reactions:

NHþNO) N2OþH ðR199Þ
NþNO) N2þO ðR178Þ

Reaction (R199) dominates in points A to C, where the

N2O and prompt mechanisms are active, expressing an
additional (but of minor importance) route to their
equilibration [6]. On the other hand, reaction (R178)

dominates in points D to F, where the N2O and prompt
mechanisms are equilibrated and the thermal mechan-
ism is the only one interacting with transport.

5. Conclusions

Examination of the domain where the modes related
to N2O, HCN and NO are active and interact with
transport and of the elementary reactions which deter-

mine the related chemical time scales, has revealed the
emergence of the different NOx-mechanisms in the var-
ious flame domains and the reasons for their

equilibration.
It was shown that the chemical time scale for the

equilibration of the N2O, prompt and thermal

mechanisms depends mainly on the levels of H, O and N
respectively, radicals. Therefore, the first two mechan-
isms equilibrate in the main reaction zone, while the
third equilibrates very far downstream. The associated

time scales to equilibrium are among the slowest,

compared to those emerging in the methane–air flame,
the ones of the N2O and prompt mechanisms being

significantly faster than that of the thermal mechanism.
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